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RISE UP!
T

hursday 8th March is International Women’s Day,
and I felt this year TVBEurope should pay tribute
to some of the amazing women working within
our industry.
Equality is a huge talking point within the entertainment
industry right now, and I believe it’s just as an important
topic off-camera as it is on. In the last six months, we’ve
seen women take over the running of two of the UK’s
leading commercial broadcasters: Alex Mahon at Channel
4 and Carolyn McCall at ITV.
But I wanted to hear from some of the women working
in the technology side of the industry – be they veterans
who’ve risen up through the ranks, or women who are
just starting out on their journey within broadcast
technology. In this issue, we hear from two women who
are leading figures within the industry: Daniella Weigner
is co-founder of research and development company
Cinegy, and UKTV’s Sinead Greenaway will be well-known
to anyone who’s attended a major conference such as
IBC and MediaTech 360.
I’m also delighted to include an interview with Maggie
Philbin this month. To many of us, Maggie is best known for
her work in front of the camera with shows such as Swap
Shop and Tomorrow’s World. These days, she’s helping

to inspire the next generation of technologists through
her work with TeenTech, an organisation that works with
teenagers to introduce them to the possibilities of careers
within engineering and technology. As Maggie says, a lot
of kids – and teachers – have no idea there are technology
jobs open to them in the broadcast sector. It certainly begs
the question: how do we bring in future generations if the
people guiding them through exams and such don’t even
know what’s available?
Also in this issue, we hear from the team at ITV’s
Good Morning Britain about how technology is helping
them to shape its agenda. Any programme that’s a mix of
news and features needs to be able to reflect breaking
news instantaneously, not least to counteract the rise
of social media. Technology is helping GMB rise to the
challenge, and they’re starting to see that reflected in
their audience figures.
Finally, it’s BVE this month, so we asked a number of
key industry figures what their expectations are for this
year’s show, as well as their opinions on the current state
of the market. It makes interesting reading and will
hopefully spark some debate in the run up to this year’s
show. I look forward to seeing lots of you at the ExCel at
the end of the month.
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OPINION AND ANALYSIS

Women in broadcast:
The real pace of change
By Clare Thompson, non-executive director, K7 Media

T

he past 12 months have proved seismic in terms
of gender equality issues. While the #TimesUp
movement has sprung up around the topic
of harassment, it has also given momentum to the
reconsideration of gender equality across a range of topics
and industries – broadcast media amongst them.
2017 brought some good news - the hiring of Alex Mahon
for the all-powerful Channel 4 CEO role in the UK saw
her join the growing ranks of senior women in European
broadcasting. Alongside BBC director of content Charlotte
Moore, other broadcast CEOs like Delphine Ernotte-Cunci
at France Televisions and production group counterparts
Rola Bauer (CEO StudioCanal US and Europe), Sophie
Turner-Laing (EndemolShine Group), Cecile Frot-Coutaz
(FremantleMedia) and Jane Turton (All3Media), female seats
at the top table of content appear to be growing in number.
But at the same time, the pay-related resignation of
BBC China editor Carrie Gracie and the BBC’s review of its
gender wage discrepancies have shone a light on persistent
claims of inequality. While PricewaterhouseCooper’s report
found ‘no evidence of gender bias’, it did find the BBC’s
overall median pay gap to be 6.8 per cent. Many women
who’ve lodged complaints question the methodology and
claim the reality is far higher.
These two situations seem contradictory, but it can also
be the case that these discrepancies are only now hitting the
headlines because the number of women in senior roles is
finally hitting the tipping point required to make change –
and speaking out – possible.
The last time the European Institute for Gender Equality
published a comprehensive, Europe-wide piece of research
on gender equality in media organisations was in 2013. It
found that “the insufficient number of women present in
decision-making positions in media organisations is still
a crude reality in the EU. Without substantial structural
changes in the media sector, the progress of gender equality
is going to be slow.”

At that point, women occupied 29 per cent of board
positions in public media organisations, and 21 per cent
in private media organisations. While education trends
showed that more women than men were studying for
media-related careers (two-thirds of journalism graduates
for example), and being employed in increasing numbers
“they are often passed over for promotion and are therefore
significantly under-represented in the decision-making
structures of media companies.”
In 2017, the EIGE’s more general annual Gender Equality
Index noted a couple of improvements, with the percentage
of women holding board seats up to 35 per cent (although
only 22 per cent of board presidents and 14 per cent of
media CEOs were women).
As with all industries, one obvious barrier to women’s
career advancement is juggling work with childcare.
While commissioning is a tough job, it is slightly more
conducive to flexible working. And here is where the link
between senior women and equality in all aspects of TV
becomes apparent.
Finally, broadcasters are changing too. Sky’s Women in
Leadership programme is working towards 50/50 gender
parity in senior leadership roles via equally balanced
shortlists. Channel 4 has initiatives to encourage their
development in senior roles where representation is
lacking, such as directing and commissioning. Viacom
offers maternity coaching and employee resource group
Parenthood, focusing on the needs of working parents.
Keeping women in TV in the first place is clearly one big
hurdle. The Media Parents flexible jobs website in the UK
has a mission to help the industry retain some of the ‘750
men and 5,000 women who quit TV in the last three years.’
But it’s also clear the low pay, discrimination and parenting
issues that hold women back will never be fully addressed
without enough senior women to help force change.
A slow business, but perhaps bit by bit, role by role, things
are changing. n
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OPINION AND ANALYSIS

In the new age of digital studios,
data storage is paramount
David Sallak, VP and CTO, media and entertainment, Panasas

A

s media and entertainment companies have
evolved into digital businesses, today’s media
landscape is richer in high-quality content
than ever before. There are an extraordinary number
of choices when it comes to delivering and consuming
content. Whether it’s on-demand services or the
widespread proliferation of mobile and UHD screens,
audiences expect a high-quality experience across the
board, no matter what the channel of delivery.
When teams of creatives work together, having the
right infrastructure in place is crucial to support the
enormous amount of digital content they produce,
edit, deliver and archive on a daily basis. At the heart of
this infrastructure is the computing model of sharedaccess services that makes it all happen: data storage,
information analytics, and software processing.
The ability to rationalise and optimise the data
storage layer to serve different operational needs is
of paramount importance in running an efficient
digital studio. When it comes down to which type
of storage system works best, one size does not fit all.
It’s about what makes the most sense for any given
user environment.
TWO CHANNELS TUNED FOR EFFICIENCY
At a certain point in the growth of the creative team, it
becomes urgent to evaluate how data moves through
creative facilities. Start by assessing your studio
environment. How does your team access and share
data? What are the most common workflows, formats,
and file sizes? Are you working across multiple
locations? Do you require consistent data performance
from centralised storage across all users? And last but
not least, what flexibility are you looking for as you
grow your data storage infrastructure?

The first step is to understand how creative data moves
around in the facility. Are there any areas to make
improvements, such as localised copies of data that
are copied frequently as other users work to get at the
data? That’s the first part of a journey towards having
a central repository for assets where an easier tracking
capability can be applied towards knowing what
versions are the latest and how to move projects more
quickly through their stages of production.
In particular, scale-out storage is well suited to
media studio operations looking to expand storage
capacity and bandwidth vertically. It’s easy to ‘turn
more on’ at the source in order to expand the scope of
the data pipe serving the studio operation.
At a certain point, more creatives working together
means that uptime is critical to smooth working
schedules and delivering media projects on time.
At the same time, performance for all users must
be maintained in order to keep creatives happy as
they perform their valuable tasks to push content
through the production pipeline.
Let’s also look at data storage expansion. One
might believe that cloud-based storage is regarded
as an emerging go-to model for studios looking to
grow an initial storage layer that is eminently capable
of performance, expansion, and utility for all the
studio’s media assets. As it turns out, local and/or cloud
approaches to shared-access storage are a big decision
confronting the system administrator.
It’s critical to remember that today’s on-premise
scale-out storage solutions are proven effective at
delivering the right capacity at the point of need, with
the flexibility to grow easily without downtime. Local
scale-out storage also maintains performance while
balancing costs using an inherently flexible mix of both
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OPINION AND ANALYSIS
Solid-State Disk (SSD) and Hard Disk Drive
(HDD) technologies that delivers excellent near
linear performance for production workflows as
the studio grows.
When looking at horizontal expansion efforts
for shorter-term needs, cloud-based storage may
be the better option as it supports the creation of
new instances of storage to serve experimental
programmes, prototyping new effects, and
compartmentalising racks within a dedicated facility.
Ultimately, a combination of both vertical and
horizontal storage strategies can produce harmonious,
creative and profitable results for the studio.
WHY STORAGE MATTERS TO MEDIA STUDIO OWNERS
Looking at behavioural models in this space, we
know that today’s media industry is characterised by
spikes. Production requirements and schedules are
notoriously fickle. Media studio operations have to
accommodate for huge data workload spikes caused
by unplanned job changes that occur in the middle
of planned production schedules. Putting an agile
and easily manageable storage backbone behind both
media production and development, in addition to
media broadcast (playout) and audience engagement
services, is essential to stay successful in this
demanding market.
A scale-out NAS system, centrally available within
the facility, effectively addresses these issues by
making it easy to add more storage components to
improve bandwidth and capacity – the two most
important requirements for media companies that
need to handle production spikes onsite. There are
circumstances where the cloud can also help, by
providing more of the specific resource that cloud
delivers best – the elastic compute capability to
experiment with data visualisations before committing
to them. Large render projects are a focus market for
cloud compute utilisation but moving large media
assets to the cloud still presents a significant obstacle
for creative companies due to the time and cost to
move the data. This is where high-performance
scalable storage onsite has become a proven strategy
throughout the creative and broadcast industry.
Media companies must also juggle the need to
remain operationally creative enough to set new trends
and provide breakthrough innovations both in front of
and behind the camera.

Visual media studios are now harnessing the use of
scale-out storage technologies to work in new ways
that allow them to function as a different kind of
collaborative, connected and altogether experimental
business operation. They can work on media files at full
resolution rather than editing a lower resolution and
rebuilding. Scale-out storage functions allow artistic and
creative teams to enjoy consistent access to vast amounts
of data, while also providing reassurances to manage a
consistent repository of data that can be de-duplicated,
backed up, protected and kept secure.
Performing at this level of technical velocity is not
without complexity and IT security concerns, in both
large and small studio environments where any number
of external contractors might be employed. Scaleout NAS directly addresses this anxiety with ‘single
namespace’ technology, which removes the need for
multiple login into storage islands. A single namespace
simplifies the management of what might be multiple
data files held in multiple locations by managing them
all in one single interface.
Putting secure shared-access storage at the heartbeat
of the facility is essential, even while media production
companies consider how to add cloud-related
capabilities to their digital media production process.
AN ARTISTIC (AND TECHNICAL) LICENSE TO
PERFORM EFFECTIVELY
While the media business works feverishly to deliver
stunning visual effects, appealing content and a creative
product, there is a key opportunity for business growth
through strategic adoption of a centralised yet scalable
technology infrastructure.
The chemistry formed by creative teams who seamlessly
collaborate together results in greater production
quality while simultaneously causing audiences to
react with amazement and a greater awareness for
the creative effort. As studios build data storage
infrastructures for the new age of media, supporting the
creative process will be as important as meeting the use
case and business requirements.
With the right collaborative technology platforms
and tools in place to adapt to changing workflow needs
and resource requirements, studio creatives will be
charged with energy, artists will be ready to give their
best, audiences will be enthralled and, all the while, data
storage, servers and workstations will hum quietly away,
keeping a perfect beat. n

‘As studios build data storage infrastructures for
the new age of media, supporting the creative
process will be as important as meeting the use
case and business requirements’
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Giving consumers what
they truly want
By Nick Moreno, director of strategy for satellite and media, Arqiva

W

hether the industry likes it or not, the key unit
of loyalty for millennials is the programme,
not the channel or even the OTT platform.
Sooner or later, the video industry must adopt the model
that the music industry implemented when shifting
online, enabling viewers to choose from a near-universal
catalogue and consume content bit-by-bit, on a micropayment basis.
Arqiva – like other media and broadcast companies – has
conducted focus groups with millennials that have come
up with alarming quotes, including “I don’t care which
channel commissions a programme”.
To most media executives, a channel brand represents
something (positive), but whether based on focus group
evidence or just the common sense of observing your
children, that channel brand association – which has
sustained the television industry since it was invented –
means very little to younger people.
I know that’s a heresy to many, but I’d argue that the
industry must recognise this unpalatable truth. I believe
broadcasters do a fantastic job, but they need to evolve
substantially to survive long-term.
It’s clear that the VoD model gives tremendous utility
to millennials (and others), by allowing a choice of content
when, where and how individuals want to view it, but
there remain problems with current pay VoD models.
First, most SVoDs require users to sign up a month at
a time. While considerably better than the traditional
12-month pay-TV subscription, this is an irritation if you
only want to watch the odd series now and again, as you
have to continually start, end and re-start subscriptions.
Second, whether SVoD, AVoD or TVoD, no single
VoD service will ever have all the content you want to
watch. Some argue that this leads to “service stacking”
(subscribing to multiple pay VoD services combined with

free versions), meaning that a new super-aggregator is
needed, and I think that’s partly right – but this needs to
be a super-aggregator that works on a different basis to
traditional SVoD.
In what I call UVoD (U for universal), ideally content
would be accessible on a transactional, micro-payment
basis – meaning viewers pay only for the individual
programmes they want – and can watch instantly on any
device, anywhere. Crucially this would combine instant
micro-payment (i.e. a payment mechanism set up in
advance that can process micro transactions) on a dynamic
pricing basis (e.g. a programme would cost tens of pounds
on first release, dropping to pennies many months later)
and with a choice of virtually any content produced by
anyone anywhere.
Naturally, the challenges are immense. While payment
and distribution tech stacks (maybe enhanced by
blockchain technology) could provide such a solution,
UVoD only works if content choice is as near universal
as possible (the clue is in the name). But let’s face it –
turkeys don’t vote for Christmas, and most players in the
traditional broadcast industry will not want to erode the
value of their channels or point VoD solutions. They want
to primarily monetise their content rights themselves
– in short, protecting annual profits matters more than
maximising customer experience.
The fundamental problem with this approach is that
it’s inevitable that someone from outside the traditional
industry (i.e. a Google or someone else) - with no legacy
to protect – will emerge to put together this type of UVoD
service. It’s very difficult for traditional players in any
industry to be truly innovative and challenge existing
business models, but if broadcasters don’t start looking
at ideas such as UVoD, then the future of the video value
chain will be wrenched from their hands. n
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THERE’S NO BUSINESS
LIKE SHOW BUSINESS
As Platform Communications chief executive and founder Gay Bell prepares for her 19th visit to NAB
Show, she looks ahead to this year’s “global melting pot for ideas, collaboration and deal-making”

W

hile the glitter of Las
Vegas acts as a glamorous
background to the NAB
Show, the mood on the show floor
at the 2018 event will be much more
about the business end of the media
and entertainment industry. Previous
shows have been dominated by hot new
technology launches, but a major focus
at this year’s TV-fest will be on business
models and consumer engagement.
This major focus is driven by broadcasters,
operators, service providers and content
owners manoeuvring to survive and
win in an increasingly complex and
competitive global media environment.
They are facing new challenges not only
to their established advertising funded
or pay-TV business models, but also
increased fragmentation as they strive
to meet consumers’ increasing demands
for differentiated content, on the device
of their choice and with ever-more
immersive viewing experiences.
NAB OVER THE YEARS: WHAT’S CHANGED?
This year will be my 19th visit to the show,
and anyone who knows me will be aware
that I love this event. It brings together the
brightest and the best in the industry to
drive the industry forward and is a global
melting pot for ideas, collaboration, dealmaking, and lots of very useful networking.
It has always been an exciting show,
and the past several years have been
particularly interesting as we witnessed the
massive impact of the internet and mobile
connectivity on the broadcast world.

‘A major focus at
this year’s TVfest will be on
business models
and consumer
engagement’

In response to this, we have seen an
explosion of new video technology
companies such as OTT platform providers
emerging at the show, particularly in areas
like the Connected Media IP zone in the
South Upper Hall. For the more established
broadcast technology providers, NAB is
a perfect place to show how they are reengineering their businesses and driving a
move from hardware to software and to
the all-IP world that will hopefully help
them compete with new – and often more
nimble – players.
Over the years, the footprint of the show
has changed and grown. My first visit was
in pre-South Hall 1999 when the “new
technology companies” were in the Sands
Convention Centre. As the LVCC expanded,
the show focused on the one site. Today,
you will find NAB activities filling the
whole of the LVCC, spilling out into the
car park and filling up conference rooms
across Las Vegas at major hotels such as
The Wynn, Encore and beyond. Back at the
LVCC, there are a number of ‘shows within
a show’ such as the Connected Media IP
zone. It’s also possible to catch a glimpse
even further into future of innovation in
TV and media in the North Hall, which
is home to the Future Park and Sprockit,
where I moderated a panel last year. NAB
is great for showing us the innovations
that are right around the corner.
TAKING A MEASURE ON THE INDUSTRY
Events like NAB Show are also a great
opportunity to take a measure on how the
industry is doing as a whole in important
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growth areas such as sustainability,
diversity and equality. With the media
spotlight on issues such as equal gender
pay at the highest levels in our industry,
equality and opportunity for all is a major
topic for everyone in the sector.
There was a time when the vast majority
of women at a trade show like NAB
were in ‘booth babe’ roles. Not that
there is anything wrong with that, if
it is handled properly.
What we need to see is a balance,
with more women in executive, sales
and engineering careers. We have made
progress over the past two decades and I
see and know lots of successful women in
the media and entertainment technology
world. It is great to see events like NAB
Show embrace this issue and encourage
better representation of women onto

panels and speaker sessions, such as the
‘Women in Broadcast’ panel that took place
at NAB Show Live in 2017. But there is much
more work to be done.
GETTING COMMUNICATIONS CUT-THROUGH
At Platform Communications, we have
been supporting both large companies
and start-ups at the show for almost two
decades. One of the biggest challenges
is to create a communications strategy
that ensures you can get noticed above
the noise and cut-through with strong
messages when there are hundreds of
companies competing for a share of voice.
You need a point of differentiation and to
be bold, and challenging.
Last year, we launched our first NAB
Platform Media Index which tracked the
key topics at the event.

On top were online video (28 per cent) and
high-resolution video (20 per cent), taking
almost 50 per cent of the share of voice.
These two topics continued to dominate at
IBC, and we can expect this year for these
conversations to continue to build.
We are already preparing the media
index for NAB Show 2018. We will continue
to track topics such as IP transition, VR/AR,
cloud/virtualisation and content security
and address growing trends such as IP.
Watch out for the results which will be
released a couple of weeks after the end
of NAB Show 2018.
As we look forward to April in Las Vegas,
we can be sure that NAB Show will give us
lots of think about and a great opportunity
for networking, sharing experiences and
catching up with old friends. I can’t wait to
see what the show brings. n

The NAB Platform
Media Index 2017
measured the
key topics at
the show
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PRODUCING COMPELLING

BREAKFAST
TELEVISION
The way breakfast television is produced has undergone a fundamental shift in recent
years, in no small part thanks to the technology used to bring it to viewers’ screens.
Jenny Priestley talks to the team at ITV”s Good Morning Britain about how tech has
helped them develop their programme
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roducing a daily two-and-a-hour breakfast
programme is not easy. You’ve got to wake your
audience up, deliver them the day’s news and
keep them entertained at a time when they’re probably
only keeping half an eye on the screen.
ITV’s breakfast programme Good Morning Britain
(GMB) has been striving to build its audience since
its launch in April 2014 and, as of autumn 2017, it
now peaks with audiences of one million daily (with
an audience share of 20 per cent and a reach of
three million daily).
GMB editor Neil Thompson took over the show
towards the end of its predecessor Daybreak with
the brief to not only build the show’s audience, but
also to build the confidence of the production team.

“Every day, the call to arms is that everyone
needs to think about the next day’s show
as being their very first or their very last”
NEIL THOMPSON

“It sounds like a cliché, but every day is different and
actually it spectacularly is,” says Thompson of his
working day. “There is no beginning or end of the day,
there is just ‘the day’ and at points of the day you sleep
because you have to, but never long enough. I never
go to bed early enough and I always get up far too
early - there’s always a four or five on the clock when
the alarm goes off!” he laughs. “It’s not something you
can suffer. You have to thrive on it. We’ve got a really
good senior team now at GMB and we are able to
rotate amongst ourselves who, from myself and one of
the three deputy editors, will be in the gallery for the
duration of the programme. If you’re not in the gallery
you’re still watching the programme and typically
you’re going to be in while the programme is on air.”
Once GMB finishes at 8:30am, the team spend the
rest of the day planning the next show, beginning
with a “debrief” of the programme that’s just ended.
Thompson says it’s important for the team to look
back over each programme’s successes and failures,
because they need to keep striving to make the show
better. “That’s why in simple terms, in the four years
since we launched, we’re 25 per cent up in terms of our
audience. Because every day, the call to arms is that
everyone needs to think about the next day’s show as
being their very first or their very last.”
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There are very few pre-produced packages included in
the show. “The essence of the programme is to be an
experience that the audience can’t find anywhere else,”
says Thompson. “It’s got to be live, it’s got to be urgent,
and it’s got to be of the moment.
“Ten or 15 years ago, the breakfast offer on ITV was
a polished, packaged programme that had been put
to bed by eight or nine o’clock the night before,” he
continues. “The news would change overnight, but the
programme may not. It is not uncommon now for a
significant chunk of the programme to be completely
ripped up and entirely changed, so that the following
day you’ve got a programme that feels completely
fresh, relevant and revelatory to the audience.
“The essence of the show is to be live, to be relevant,
to be compelling, whether it’s in the news bulletins
or in the stories we’re telling or the kind of the
interviews we’re booking. And within that, technology
is absolutely wed to the hip because we’ve got to be
deployable. We’ve got to be flexible. We’ve got to be
fleet-footed and that’s all driven by technology.”
Technology has been a key factor in helping GMB
achieve its editorial goals. The team are able to book
interviews in previously inaccessible areas because
they now have the kit, and the mobile phone signal,
to allow them to broadcast live into the show.

NORTHWIRE SMPTE Cable
Fibre optic hybrid HDTV SMPTE
and ARIB camera cables
RoHS2 / Reach Compliant
UL 758 AWM / CE Mark
Approved
Impact / Crush and Cut
Resistant
Local Stock

Cable Termination Service
to provide a complete solution
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FUW & PUW assemblies
in various lengths
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LEMO SA - Switzerland
Phone : +41 21 695 16 00
info@lemo.com
facebook.com/lemoconnectors/
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Contact your local partner
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“LiveU has created a paradigm shift in the way that
we run our OBs and newsgathering. It turns your
production team into a reporter with an OB unit.”
says Tim Guilder, technology manager, ITV Daytime.
“You’ve got programme editors who want to push the
envelope of what technology can provide and instantly
that’s all becoming a bit more affordable and it has
enriched the content.
“We’ve driven our success in commercial and ratings
terms by changing the whole mentality around
news gathering and storytelling,” agrees Thompson.
“The audience wants to know what’s happening
now and your ability to tell that story. So being live,
whether it’s in the studio or on location, is absolutely
key to that success because you can’t substitute that.

“If you can integrate that with a very personable, very
distinctive, very authoritative and warm way, you
become part of a breakfast habit.
He continues: “The answer was we had to be more
self-contained. The more self-contained we are the
more fleet footed we can be and the more stories we
can put onscreen that are absolutely of the moment,
as we did with Grenfell. It was an extraordinary story,
a terrible and grotesque and awful tragedy that should
never have happened, but we ripped up the entire
programme and went live with that from the early
hours of the morning when we were aware of it.
We deployed resources very quickly and covered
that story better than any other broadcaster. So
those two things are absolutely intractable and
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that’s the story of our success, a success that is entirely
underwritten by a change in the understanding
editorially of the imperative and that is underwritten
by the technology.”
Working on a fast-paced breakfast programme
means no day is the same. But there are some events
throughout the year that the team can plan for, be it
an election or the Oscars. Depending on who you ask,
the answer to ‘what’s the busiest day of the year’ can
be very different.
“An overnight that we all absolutely love and
everyone wants to be a part of will be a big election
night, whether it’s the EU referendum or whether it’s
a general election,” says Thompson. “That’s always
an extraordinary feeling when you walk in to the
newsroom at midnight, you come in and it’s got twice
as many people and everyone is absolutely rushed
off their feet and the buzz is amazing. And then of
course you’re walking into a story where the reality of
the story is just beginning to break - quite different
typically in recent years from the story the pollsters
have told us it’s going to be and that is very exciting!
The viewers wake up, turn on GMB and say ‘oh my
God I didn’t see that coming’.”
“The elections are sort of the stories that are the
‘unknown knowns’ because you don’t quite know
what’s going to happen,” he continues. “Then you
have the ‘unknown unknowns’, like the shooting in
Las Vegas, like Grenfell, those stories that break just
before we go on air or whilst we’re on air, where
you just throw the whole show up in the air and say
‘that’s the story we need to tell’. That’s when we need
to find all sorts of ways of linking to that story: live
feeds, whether it’s phone-ins, Skype calls, live links,
has someone got a truck on the ground, how can
we get that? How can we tell that story in its most
comprehensive way, at the drop of a hat, with zero
notice? When it’s breaking news we are absolutely
on top of our game.”
The GMB team have also developed social media
as a tool in order to broaden their editorial content.
The team have again used technology to embed social
media into the show.

“If you get social media comments on the screen
during the debate, that instantly sparks more viewer
interaction,” explains Guilder. “Put simply, we’ve
noticed it’s growing because we’re putting more
on the screen.
“We use Never.No’s Story system for our social
media,” he continues. “It’s a one stop shop to see
everything come in. We’ve got people who sit across
all those channels in one view and they can instantly
say to the producer next to them ‘this needs
to go on screen’. We’ll have the views of Piers and
Susanna and the person they’re interviewing, but
we’ve also now got other opinions filtering through.
People at first wondered if it might be distracting
but we’ve made it part of the furniture.”
“That’s a really important point,” stresses Thompson.
“Probably ten years ago there was a very conservative
kind of corporate approach: you didn’t want to make
the viewer distracted, you don’t want to make the
screen too busy because then people won’t know what
to look at. The reality is the audience right across the
age spectrum are able to deal with multiple sources of
information. They are much more acclimatised and
actually seek to have an appetite for multiple sources
of information and they can triage that and assimilate
that much more easily than broadcasters think.
“We serviced that in the gallery through this amazing
piece of software that we pioneered and then other
ITV programmes have taken it on. That’s something
that’s really important to stress. One of the great things
about being GMB is that ITV Daytime has allowed us
to be this centre of excellence where we are able to
pilot, pioneer, innovate things which we know will
find purchase not just with the audience but with the
balance sheet because they’re affordable.”
“We take risks that frankly have the teeth chattering
of some of our compatriots elsewhere in broadcast,”
laughs Thompson. “Three years ago, our chief
correspondent was going live with an iPhone from
outside FIFA when the truck hadn’t turned up. He
plugged the LiveU into his phone, piped it through
his laptop, plugged into the back of the camera and
went live.
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PICTURED ABOVE:
Good Morning Britain was
able to broadcast live from
Westminster Bridge thanks to
their use of tech

“When you relay those stories to your colleagues
elsewhere they say ‘is that possible?’ It was and it was
on air and nobody spotted the difference. And they are
risks we are prepared to take and we accept that we
may be piloting them on air occasionally but we know
this will work and we have to be bold.”
As well as LiveU, the GMB team have also pioneered
the use of KA dishes, again employing them to help
cover breaking news. “We’ve used a portable KA dish
for the Westminster Bridge attack,” explains Guilder.
“You couldn’t get on Westminster Bridge to report on
the attack, but the show wanted to anchor the Bridge
itself and tell the story. Using just a LiveU was probably
pushing it for that amount of time. We had the KA
to embellish that connection to really give that some
strength and people said ‘We couldn’t get a truck onto
Westminster Bridge. How did you get that show up?”

“The essence of the programme is to be
an experience that the audience can’t find
anywhere else. It’s got to be live, it’s got to
be urgent, and it’s got to be of the moment”
NEIL THOMPSON

In the age of social media, live video on Twitter,
SnapChat stories etc, do Thompson and Guilder
think the audience has become more forgiving
about the quality of video they see on screen?
“Absolutely yes,” says Thompson.
“They’re forgiving and they expect it,” agrees
Guilder. “There was definitely a time when you’d
get pulled up for putting things out that didn’t
look HD or SD. We’ve given the team the tools,
everyone’s got a LiveU app on their phones now.
We wrote a guide that’s available when you’re in
the field, we also have a team that’s 24/7 that can
help with any problems. All of that is trying to
make things as accessible and quick as possible
and I think the viewer at home expects to see
things instantly. If they can see it on Twitter,
why can’t they see it on screen?”
“Occasionally you get a freelance director who
says ‘you can’t put these pictures on screen’ and we
say of course you can, the audience just want to
know what’s going on,” adds Thompson. “But we
still operate a very rich mixed economy. We’ve got
plenty of craft camera operators and craft editors.
We haven’t abandoned the craft skills. But you’ve
just got to have all the options and then actually
work out what you put on air.”
“Immediacy is key. You need every channel
available in that gallery,” concludes Guilder.
“You need Face Time, Skype, LiveU, you need
your trucks, cars with dishes on the roof, you
need a wide arsenal of tools." n
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BVE 2018
We look ahead to this month’s BVE Expo with comment from key industry figures about what
they expect to see at this year’s event and the current state of the market

Geoff Stedman,
senior vice president,
business development,
Quantum
WHAT ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS FOR
BVE THIS YEAR?
Thanks to its early placement on the
2018 calendar and its status as the UK’s
largest media and tech exhibition, BVE
offers media technology suppliers a
great chance to get new products out in
front of decision-makers. Quantum will
take advantage of the event to launch
its inaugural UK StorNext User Group,
which offers the company’s customers
access to an exclusive insider’s look at
hot new features showcased at BVE along
with a sneak peek and the chance to
weigh in on Quantum’s roadmap. I will
be speaking during two panel sessions
in the Techflow Futures Theatre, helping
to shape the year’s discussions about
next-gen storage and other technologies
bringing innovative solutions to market.
HOW DO YOU VIEW THE CURRENT
STATE OF THE MARKET?
Media technologies have come a long way
in the past year. Progress we’re seeing in
2018 includes more common capture,
processing and delivery of higherresolution content; more widespread
reliance on the cloud as an integral part
of media workflow; and quick uptake of
artificial intelligence (AI) as a means of
automating metadata generation and
transforming the way media assets are
catalogued, managed and monetised.

‘With more
affordable 4K and
360 video capture
and creation tools,
media companies
can offer new or
enhanced services’

With more affordable 4K and 360 video
capture and creation tools — and greater
skill using them — media companies
can offer new or enhanced services, or
even move into potentially lucrative
new markets. Advanced file system
and data management technologies
are simplifying implementation of the
storage infrastructure necessary to
support 4K production workflows.
Scalable, multi-tier storage solutions
help control costs by automating the
content movement across primary
storage and less-expensive object
storage or archive — including the
cloud — according to the workflow
stage. With integration of the cloud
into media workflows, a facility can
use on-premise storage when creative
processes demand it and leverage
the cloud’s highly scalable and costeffective compute and storage
resources for other essential
processing and delivery tasks.
AI-powered cognitive engines are
being used to perform rapid automated
examination of files and near-real-time
extraction of data. Using AI-enabled
storage solutions, media facilities are
turning massive media libraries into rich
resources for more efficient production
of more relevant, compelling and
competitive programming.
In 2018, Quantum will continue to
support these trends with its StorNext
and Xcellis products, which enable users
to realize benefits ranging from creation
and management of more compelling
visual content to implementation of
more efficient workflow across the
content life cycle. n
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WHAT ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS FOR BVE
THIS YEAR?
BVE continues to be an important part of
the calendar for Ross Video. We are still
arguably a challenger brand in the UK, and
BVE provides us with a great opportunity to
share our stories and explain to people why
Ross is such a unique company. We have been
growing very rapidly in the EMEA region, and
I don’t think the broadcast community always
sees the breadth of what we can offer, so BVE
definitely helps us convey that message.

Stuart Ross,
senior communications
manager, Ross Video

HOW DO YOU VIEW THE CURRENT STATE
OF THE MARKET?
We’ve seen a great deal of discussion
and apparent good intention around
interoperability, but not enough in the
way of action. Hopefully the other major
manufacturers will do more in 2018;
success often depends on the industry’s
willingness to put customers first, before
individual interest. While IP clearly offers
the potential for great efficiency gains,

some industry commentators have been
a little guilty of holding up IP as the sole
path to achieving these efficiencies, and
that’s clearly not always the case. One of
the reasons why Ross has championed
SDP (Software Defined Production) as a
parallel approach is our belief that SDP
delivers adaptability, scalability and agility to
broadcasters using the choice of transport
that is most appropriate for their project. By
moving away from single-function devices
that mostly sit idle towards a pool of flexible
resources that are able to meet production
needs on-demand, broadcasters are able to
do more with less. Again, we feel that this
is a far more customer-centric approach
because it enables customers to maximise the
utility of their existing hardware resources
and invest in hardware without fear of
obsolescence. I think SDP will become an
increasingly popular approach in 2018 and
beyond; it recognises that hybrid production
models will continue to be a fact of life in the
broadcast industry for time to come. n

WEBINAR PRESENTATION
SOLUTION
Producing high quality webinars is not an easy task to do
with a small number of people. There’s several hardware
solutions needed for a professional result. You will need a
professional chromakeyer to key out the green backdrop,
a recorder that records the production in high quality, a
streaming encoder to broadcast your production to the
internet and a form to delay the audio sufficiently so there
will be a perfect synchronization between the video and
the audio. Datavideo now introduces the MGB-5, a
solution that packs all the products into a single box that is
easy to use.
For more information, visit www.datavideo.com
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WHAT ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS FOR BVE
THIS YEAR?
In the grand scheme of things, BVE is
dwarfed by the behemoth of NAB, Las Vegas,
just five weeks later. So BVE can’t be that
important, right? Well actually, no. I see it
a bit like the BAFTAs before the Oscars; BVE
allows us to discreetly expose and test our
NAB strategies, messaging and roadmap on
a sophisticated, well-informed technical
and operationally-savvy UK audience. The
conversation often goes like this: “I have this
big problem and am not sure how to address
it”, “Well, funny you should mention that,
here’s something we’ll have in Vegas, what
do you think? We really value feedback.”

Paul Glasgow,
sales and marketing director,
Marquis Broadcast

HOW DO YOU VIEW THE CURRENT STATE
OF THE MARKET?
The market is moving super-fast and the
industry is going through a period of
unprecedented change. Our principle
products were made compatible with the
cloud last year and are now very engaged
with the industry ‘early adopters’, driving
workflow and business transformation.
Cloud and IP integration are enabling
the perfect change storm. Cloud is also
becoming much more nuanced, moving
away from the idea of a monolithic
compute/storage bucket from one of the
behemoths, to some really disruptive and
‘media-optimised’ technologies, both offand on-premises.

One thing is clear in my mind: LTO tape,
the associated costs of robotics and control
software is on its way out at a rapid rate
of knots. This will have a huge impact on
libraries and archives, effectively kicking off
the next wave of archive migration – likely
Zettabytes of library migrations.
Our strategy is to position our Medway
technology and ‘in-cloud’ Medway Engine
Web Service on both sides of the archive
transformation, so we can provide low-risk
integration to legacy infrastructure whilst
automating the transformation to on- and
off-premise storage.
Many legacy libraries use obsolete codecs
and wrappers, for example, LXF and GXF,
so we can also transcode, re-wrap and
re-index the assets to contemporary
standards during the migration. The
re-indexing is critical as this allows us
to retrieve sub-clips directly from onand off-premise storage. If sequences
have multiple sources, we can also track
the source genealogy of all the partial
files, critical to managing rights. We’re
also building in support for AI analytics,
since during the migration, the full library
of media is exposed at full resolution
within Medway.
Disaster recovery and business continuity
are also transformed by on- and off-premise
storage. We now natively support cloud
storage in our Workspace Backup disaster
recovery product for Avid ISIS and NEXIS. n

‘The market is moving
super-fast and the
industry is going
through a period of
unprecedented change’
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WHAT ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS FOR BVE
THIS YEAR
BVE is an important show for us, kicking
off the calendar of events for the year. It is
a really valuable opportunity for us to meet
existing and potential clients in a less hectic
environment compared to IBC or NAB, as
well as being able to show them what we are
focusing on for the year. At the same time, it
is helpful to fully understand the challenges
being faced by the industry, see whether
these align with our viewpoint, and help
drive our aims for the rest of the year.

Kieran Kunhya,
managing director,
Open Broadcast

HOW DO YOU VIEW THE CURRENT STATE
OF THE MARKET?
Although we have been selling pure
software solutions for many years, 2017
was really the first year where nobody
batted an eyelid at the notion of software
in live broadcasting.
2017 saw the first real implementations of
complex, multivendor uncompressed IP in
a broadcast production environment. This
included a major project by Sky UK for its IP
master control facility which it is using daily

for its news and sports coverage. These early
examples will pave the way and I believe
we will see many more developments
throughout 2018.
This year should also see more innovation
from Silicon Valley players beyond just
delivery. The most important area we’re
seeing this is in the Alliance for Open Media
(AOM), where players such as Google,
Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and now Apple
are building royalty-free standards in
an open environment that anyone can
participate in. This is in sharp contrast to
the closed nature of traditional broadcast
standards bodies such as MPEG and SMPTE.
The founder of MPEG has recently gone as
far as saying MPEG is in “crisis” as a result of
this new thinking.
We also see the increased use of generic IP
connectivity, including the public internet,
as a replacement for traditional fibre and
satellite links. The Winter Olympics and the
World Cup will show that this technology
can be used for the highest profile events.
For other sports, we’ll start seeing plans to
turn off satellite feeds become reality in
2018. Newer areas such as eSports won’t
even need to think about transitioning from
legacy technologies, letting them reach
newer audiences faster than ever before.
From our point of view, this will lead
to a higher demand for highly efficient,
cost-effective, and reliable IP contribution
solutions. As well as continuing to evolve
our own product portfolio, we will
be increasingly partnering with other
companies in this space. n

‘Newer areas such as
eSports won’t even
need to think about
transitioning from
legacy technologies,
letting them reach
newer audiences
faster than
ever before’
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WHAT ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS FOR BVE
THIS YEAR?
We will be promoting our full range of
systems integration services. These include
consultancy, project planning, workflow
design, system installation, testing and
commissioning, documentation, training
and technical support. Successful broadcast
systems integration is about building
relationships and long-term trust with
customers so that they know we will support
them over the full lifetime of a system.
We see ourselves in the role of a technology
partner to our customers, rather than just
a supplier. Maintaining those relationships
means we are well positioned to modify
or expand existing installations as each
customer’s business needs develop. We are
also able to provide long-term maintenance
and after-care services.

Russell Peirson-Hagger,
managing director,
ATG Danmon

HOW DO YOU VIEW THE CURRENT STATE
OF THE MARKET?
The rapid rate of progress in the
marketplace demands very clear thinking
backed up by proven experience and an
ability to design, deliver and commission
systems based on the very latest technologies.
These include hybrid SDI/IP infrastructures,
cloud-based workflows and storage,
and virtualisation. Working in close cooperation with our customers, we can
ensure they make the correct technology
decision to match current and future
needs by turning their plans into practical
and affordable solutions. We are also able

to draw on the capabilities of partner
companies within the Danmon Group.
One of the key talking points of the last
few years has been the emergence of IPbased networking as a potential alternative
to HD-SDI. We see these systems becoming
a viable option when deploying large
greenfield new-builds or major system
upgrades, however, for smaller scale
systems, IP infrastructure may not offer
any operational edge or cost saving over
a traditional architecture. It is a matter of
choosing the right solution for the situation.
We have recently seen a demand for
mobile production where operational
possibilities increase with every passing
year as technology moves forward.
These not only include traditional OB
vehicles, but also flyaway systems that
can be set up in any location. We have
supplied several portable systems to
customers, one of which is recording 4K
raw video for a client who recognises that
capturing at the highest possible production
quality allows greater flexibility in the use
of the material.
Recent months have proved busy for ATG
Danmon, including the latest in a series of
technical upgrades for the London-based
UK studios of Brazilian broadcaster Record
TV Network. A 4K mobile production
vehicle was recently completed for Universal
Music Group and in the educational sector,
we completed a relocation project for the
University of the West of England (UWE)
within a very tight timescale. n

‘The rapid rate of progress in the marketplace
demands very clear thinking backed up by
proven experience and an ability to design,
deliver and commission systems based
on the very latest technologies’
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KEEPING IT IN
THE FAMILY
George Jarrett talks to Daniella Weigner, owner and managing director, Cinegy

P

rior to founding Cinegy on a co-ownership basis
with her husband Jan in 2003, Daniella Weigner
worked for a fibre optic company in Munich.
“I went from switches, fibre optics and cables to the
start of what we’ve now got, which is getting rid of all that
with IP and software-defined solutions,” she says. “When I
co-founded the company with Jan, he was already working
with the BBC on Planet Earth and with the BBC Natural
History Unit from 1999 onwards, with the company and
pilot that preceded Cinegy.”
Cinegy has two offices in Germany, one in Bristol and
one in Ukraine. It has 80 staff split between different
companies within what Weigner calls ‘the Cinegy micro
group’. Over 15 years in the vanguard of developing
software-based products has given the company a broad
momentum that many bigger, older companies recreating
themselves and many start ups cannot yet match, but now
that everything is software-driven in an increasingly open
playing field, how has Weigner, as managing director,
changed her approach to the fast-moving market?

“The answer would be many fold: but what we have always
tried to do is remain a little bit in front of our erstwhile
competitors. The fact that we focus only on software
solutions that we develop with our own codecs and
building block technology means we can be quite nimble
and agile,” she says.
Codecs are an area where everyone brags, but Cinegy
has tooled Daniel2 up to handle the transition through 4K
plus HDR and HFR to 8K.
“8K is where we’ve throttled it out at the moment, but
we are confident we will be able to do 16K and beyond very
soon. Production formats will be going higher and higher
and we just need to be ahead of that,” says Weigner. “One of
our advantages with the codec is we don’t need to be a very
large organisation to do this development. We have a lot of
experience and man-years accrued from building MPEG-2
and H.264 codecs before we built Daniel2.”
All the building blocks for Cinegy are self-built, so
optimisation and speed are the drivers. How do (Jan and
Daniella) Weigner plan R&D commitments?
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“We peg ourselves as a software development company,
so most of what we do is R&D. We would be investing 80
per cent of our revenues into products and people,” says
Weigner. “One of the more complex things about how we
have been working is that we have a base of developers and
software engineers that have worked together since we
started the company.
“The core team is still with us, which apart from being
a rare thing, has its advantages and disadvantages. To add
to the team we usually recruit out of our Ukrainian office,”
she adds. “We tend to find that a lot of the East European
universities are strong in their mathematical and scientific
programmes, as opposed to the arts-led programmes you
find in the US and UK. The graduate degrees tend to be
better defined.”
WE DO NOT CLOCK WATCH
Finding a constant stream of new talent goes with keeping
long-standing staffers alive to new technology directions.
“We are not like a sales and marketing company, which
some of the larger organisations are. We have a small sales
team, and our marketing we have out-sourced to Manor
Marketing for the reason that they know what they are
doing and we know what we are doing,” says Weigner.
“Our staff are involved in software development and
they tend to stay and grow with us in what has become
a family company. Many staff members have met their
spouses working with us, and we have many ‘Cinegy
babies’. We do not clock watch and nobody is on a time
sheet: we trust people to do their job,” she adds.
Even software obsessive people must have noticed the
passing of CAPEX and the steep rise of OPEX?
“Yes we have. It is both good and bad from a financial
point of view. For customers, being able to play with the
balance sheet and decide which bit you can depreciate and
which bit you can detach is useful. For smaller companies
like ours you really have to have a bigger pip each month
or quarter to offset the fact that people are not buying
technology products up front as they used to, even two
years ago,” says Weigner.
“There is a stark revenue pattern shift, and whilst it is
fine for companies like ours that do not have hardware
dependencies, there is a knock on effect hitting those
buying cards or boards and other stuff they have to
shift in,” she added. “Some of the larger companies will
have problems, and you are seeing that now with the
consolidations in the marketplace.”
That is an honest take on the financial knock-on
of OPEX. “People are not investing so much up front
in licenses. They want to switch on/switch off, and
the hybrid or cloud model seem to be quite popular,”
says Weigner.

“We need to be able to accommodate that, so taking
licenses into the cloud or having a hybrid model –
which is actually my preference – is something you
need to be adaptable to. Software is great for that,”
she adds. “The most significant thing we find with
most users is that they are trying to do a better and
more efficient job for less money, and they cannot
afford to buy the large matrixes they used to invest in.”
Users want choice at every productive turn. The COTS
approach is nothing new, and the software approach is
nothing new either. Systems just have to work, be robust
and offer credibility.
“We have users that play out a channel or two, and others
with tens or hundreds of channels to play out constantly,
either at a head end or in a virtualised environment. We do
not have one type of customer,” says Weigner.
“Broadcast is obviously where we have come from, but
where we need to go to stay relevant in business quite
frankly is not in broadcast, or broadcast itself will be
something very different,” she adds. “We have been moving
for years, from broadcast to IT, just functions of IT.”
GETTING MARKET SHARE FIRST
How Cinegy approaches licensing (it uses Nvidia GPU
power in Daniel2) is very interesting.
“It is about finding the clever companies to work with
that have the technology and know how that we can plug
into ourselves. Even some of our competitors would be
people we would be glad to work with on the codec level
or with some of the building block technology we have,
because not everybody has the money and the time to get
their products to the market,” says Weigner.
“When we are talking about GPU acceleration in our
codecs we need that power from Nvidia, and it goes
the other way as well because we can say 4K and 8K
production workflows, which are very relevant today, are
not possible without codecs such as ours. We just need to
make sure we are first, and keep being first, but the other
key point is getting that market share first,” she adds.
Daniel2 is fast. It also has an Adobe CC plug-in giving
users in- and out-puts of edits in four stages from 8-16-bit
colour. Weigner has been hammering the ‘SDI must die’
message for five years, so when will this industry be 100 per
cent IP? Many so-called IP solutions have been bodges.
“Once we get past the ‘it has to run on a certain type
of box, and it has to go to certain types of matrixes’ and
those larger behemoths we see are acquired away, it can
happen,” says Weigner. “It might not be us that eats their
lunch. We know we are in a pool of many. IP is a fact today,
and most workflows that are non-broadcast spec follow
that approach. How long it takes broadcast to morph into
IT I cannot predict.” n
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ADAPTING FOR A NEW ERA OF
INTERNET-DRIVEN TV
How web-based video production and streaming platform Tellyo helped Polsat extend its
audience reach

H

ow overstated is the demise of traditional TV?
Where are today’s audiences watching content?
Are OTT platforms the future? Broadcasters
everywhere are continually debating these kinds of
questions. Polsat and MTV are no different in looking to
adapt for a new era of internet-driven TV.
Founded in 1992, Polsat, part of the Cyfrowy Polsat
Captial Group, is prioritising integration, which has
helped shape its response to the demands of TV’s
evolving landscape. It has an integrated TV offering that
mixes traditional DVB-T channels with satellite, pay-TV
platform, OTT services and social media activities.
With over 24 per cent share of Poland’s TV audience
(in commercial group), Polsat’s aim has been to
complement existing broadcast successes with new
digital approaches. Rather than throwing everything
at an OTT offering, Polsat decided to it would grow its
TV channels to become “the destination for big-ticket,
heart-of-the nation programming”.
Broadcast live on Polsat’s main channel every Sunday
evening, in prime time, Kabaret Na Zywo is one of the
broadcaster’s big-ticket events. While being broadcast
live, the show is supported by short, real-time video
clips that are created by Polsat and shared via the
company’s YouTube and Facebook channels. The aim is
to drive more viewers to the main show and encourage
online discussion and interaction. The clips regularly
achieve around three million social media views
and create hundreds of thousands of engagements,
extending each clip’s reach into the millions. To further
extend the reach of each Sunday’s show, the live stream
and individual clips are also repackaged for and made
available on Cyfrowy Polsat’s OTT platform, IPLA.
For Cyfrowy Polsat’s director of internet projects,
Grzegorz Janczura, the example of Kabaret Na Zywo
is the epitome of the Group’s integrated approach
to TV. Co-existence is how Janczura likes to describe
the approach.

He explains: “There is a space for everything to co-exist,
whether that’s live-streaming, OTT or social media
friendly clips – as long as each individual element pulls
in the same direction.”
Asked how Cyfrowy Polsat Group has managed to
align its TV offering, Janczura elaborates: “It’s the result
of a very considered approach. We looked across our
broadcast infrastructure – at our people, processes,
tools and content – and took time to recognise the
opportunities available to us and what we needed
to improve. We’ve now got to a position where our
editorial offices are better enabled to work with their
own content and manage access rights between each
other according to internal policies.” Janczura gives an
example of how the company’s sports editorial office
can now give content access to Polsat news editors,
with publishing restrictions in place if need be.
Similarly, in order to amplify the reach and popularity of
channels and shows across digital channels, controlled
access to professional quality content can be given to
third parties, such as production houses working on
TV shows.
To get to such a positive position meant moving
beyond its traditional broadcast setup, according to
Janczura. He talks about the transformative effect
that cloud-based video production tool Tellyo has
had on collaborative working, but also the way it has
introduced more agile processes. “Our offices are able
to live-stream events to multiple social media channels
simultaneously, easily clip TV shows for our OTT
platform and quickly create real-time clips for social
media,” says Janczura.
At MTV in Finland, there was a similar desire to
optimise how video highlights of its shows were posted
to social media as they happened on TV.
Listening to MTV’s marketing director, Jenna
Vaartimo and MTV’s social media producer Janne Koski,
it is soon clear that something bigger was at play.
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The broadcaster had become increasingly aware of the
changing nature of video consumption, something
happening all over the globe. In response, Vaartimo and
Koski describe how MTV developed and implemented a
clear strategy.
Real-time videos are now clipped from live TV
content, which has a dual strategic purpose: to attract
digital audiences over to MTV’s linear offering and
to drive more potential viewers to digital offerings,
specifically to AVoD and SVoD channels.
With an audience share of 23 per cent, MTV is the
largest commercial TV station in Finland. Its strategy
now maximises its TV audience and the draw of its
popular programmes, with the aim of providing
audiences with more varied content choices. But,
as Vaartimo explains, MTV’s strategic approach has
involved rethinking some of the channel’s operations.
“When we wanted to quickly create clips, our existing
tools meant lengthy video creation processes,” says
Vaartimo. “Momentum was being lost.”
With workarounds proving faster but very costly,
MTV looked for an effective solution. Tellyo is now an
integral part of how MTV delivers its strategy, helping
the channel to create video clips from live streams as
soon as something exciting happens in a show.
Short, authentic stories are created quickly and easily
by social media producers. These are people adept at

creating social media-friendly clips and comfortable
working on live content in the cloud rather than
having to be in a production studio. Using a cloudbased platform means MTV’s external freelancers and
agencies work remotely on social video content, but this
is done quickly and collaboratively. “We’ve been able to
remove lots of manual steps and bottlenecks from the
process,” says Koski. “Social video production is now
instant, streamlined and much more cost-effective.
Broadcast quality clips are quickly being published
while discussions and emotions surrounding these
newsworthy events are still ongoing and rippling out
across social media.”
Broadcasting is undoubtedly changing. A modern era
of internet-driven TV is here – one in which audiences
consume content in new ways. To adapt, broadcasters
are asking searching questions of their businesses.
To succeed means adapting to the new landscape,
optimising how you work, and implementing new
internet-compatible cloud-based tools.
Polsat’s Janczura stresses these tools must, however,
deliver speed, reliability and flexibility. He explains:
“You need to be able to capture moments and share
them quickly. If you’re going to live-stream, make sure
the stream is of a top-tier broadcast quality. Lastly, take
the opportunity to look at new ways of working and how
to use your best talent in the best possible ways.” n

PICTURED ABOVE:
The Tellyo platform has now
been integrated at both
Polsat and MTV
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A FORCE OF

NATURE
Jenny Priestley chats to UKTV’s Sinead Greenaway

W

hether you’ve attended BVE, ISE or
MediaTech 360, you’re bound to have seen
UKTV’s Sinead Greenaway on a panel. As one
of the broadcast industry’s leading executives, Greenaway
is a vocal advocate for diversity within our business.
What you might not know is that this advocate for
women in television actually started her career in radio.
“I started my broadcast career at Kiss FM in 1990, it was
one month after it had launched as a legal radio station.
So, it was an interesting place to work!” she laughs.
“I did that to take a break from my degree and I never
actually returned.”
“My official role was traffic, so I wasn’t sure if I was going
to be sat in a helicopter, but actually it was moving lots of
adverts around. I started working in an operational role
and then because I showed some flair for technology, I
ended up owning business systems.”
“I spent many happy years in commercial radio leading
operational and technology teams and I stayed there
until about 2005 and I absolutely loved it. If you’ve ever
worked in commercial radio, it’s a great, fun place to work.
I used to run the listener days in Ibiza. I also used to run
the programme research. They weren’t things that would
fit neatly in the job title, but I think that’s part of the joy
of broadcast businesses, we do allow people to grow and
broaden,” she laughs.
Greenaway then made the jump to television, where she
joined Flextech Television (later to become Virgin Media
Television), where she found herself working across two
areas of the business: content and sales. “I started with a
broad operational role and by the time I left I was the group
operations and technology director” she says. “That was
a brilliant time, it was right at the beginning of software
technology within broadcast in TV, so the introduction
of MAMs, file based workflows and that kind of stuff.
We were the first end to end tapeless broadcaster so
we were also pioneers.”

Next up for Greenaway was a move that she herself
describes as “adventurous”.
“I was asked to go up to MediaCity, which is now dock10,
to launch the studios business,” she explains. “That was
an incredible life change, moving from being a channels
person into running a studio business and being part of
the creation of MediaCity. So it was incredibly exciting
and it was a start-up unlike any other.
“We were a start-up with an enormous customer
already there in the shape of the BBC. But we delivered
everything on time and on budget, which was remarkable
given the scale of the undertaking. Even in the first year,
we produced everything from Match of the Day, which is
incredibly complicated as a live programme, through to
Mr Tumble!”
After a break to give birth to her daughter, Greenaway
returned to London to take up yet another new challenge,
this time in the form of a managing director. “A friend
of mine had successfully launched a groundbreaking
research consultancy and search business called The
Lighthouse Company, and she offered me the role of
managing director. Again, it was a start-up business going
into growth.
“I absolutely loved it because it was a completely different
type of role for me. The idea of going into some of the
biggest global businesses, spanning everything from ad
agencies to content owners, was incredibly interesting.”
Then, in March 2015, UKTV came calling. “It wasn’t really
the plan, but I was so excited about what the business
was trying to do, that I jumped at the chance to be here,”
admits Greenaway. “The reason being is that this is a
business that’s had incredible growth for 20-odd years,
it had reached growth despite the fact the technology
stack was really fit for purpose about 10-15 years ago. The
opportunity to come in and reshape the team, reshape
the tools, to really drive us into a digital future, was what
appealed to me most.”
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PICTURED ABOVE:
Sinead Greenaway speaking
at MediaTech 360 in 2017

She continues: “I’ve got a really interesting portfolio of
teams that I now look after, everything from traditional
technology, network and infrastructure stuff; operations,
so teams like presentation and VoD operations;
engineering and playout; and digital products.”
Having worked across traffic, sales and operations, what
was it that sparked Greenaway’s interest in technology?
“I’m naturally quite curious and I always believe there’s
a way of getting something fixed or something done,” she
says. “I was a big user of technology and so by extension I
wanted to know how it worked and also how it could make
things work even better. So it felt quite organic, that move
towards ‘ok, what do I need to do now? What else do we
need to do with our systems to make the workflow work?’
I think if you’re quite operational that sometimes feels like
quite a natural extension and certainly our operations
team now are probably more technical than the rest of
the business.”
As UKTV’s chief technology and operations officer, does
she get the chance to play with lots of kit? “I think the team
would rather I didn’t!” she laughs. “I’m really excited about
design and workflows and supply chains and I guess that’s
where I spend a lot of my time working with the team.”

Greenaway is quick to pay tribute to the team around her
for enabling her to make fundamental changes to the
company’s technology. “If you think about what we’ve done
at UKTV, we really have gone at Warp speed since I arrived.
The first year I got here, we replaced our entire toolset. We
looked at all our systems and asked ‘what do we need in
a world where we have three routes to market?’ We have
linear, platform VoD and our OTT services and they’re all
incredibly important and yet everything was built around
a linear world. So, the first thing we did was replace the
tool sets, we got a new broadcast management system,
rights management system, new hosting, and we
introduced a glue layer.
She continues: “The second big thing was to take
application development in-house, so our digital product
team, who had previously been the online team, were
responsible for making our UKTV Play app.
“We did that for very clear creative and commercial
reasons around being able to be very agile on our apps.
Pan forward to 2017, we went through an organisational
change. Once we had the tools we could bring our linear
and VoD activities together as a business and think about
how we measure those. We also introduced registration
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and data collection within the space of a year, so we were
doing projects that other broadcasters maybe take up to
a decade to do. And we also spent a lot of time thinking
about how we can continue to energise our VoD product,
so thinking about what the next generation of VoD might
look like. And then I’m still doing the day job. I’m sitting
here thinking about GDPR and all that sexy stuff!”
Greenaway says her next big project will be to look at
UKTV’s supply chain and distribution, something she’s
looking forward to. “I love this bit!” she smiles. “This is
really thinking through what a cloud-first IP world would
look like for us and what it means for us as a business. It’s
thinking about how would the engineering of playout and
distribution make us more agile, enable us to have more
portability around our content, and really be more fit for
purpose for the next part of our technology evolution.
“The reason I get involved in that is because I think the
team would consider me as a bit of a force of nature, I
tell them ‘We will do this, we will do this fast, and we will
do this to the best of our ability’. I’m a massive industry
lobbier, so I love to talk to my fellow broadcasters, we
compete at the front, on ideas, and we compete on
creativity, but actually in the technology space there are
a lot of benefits to us coming together, especially when
we think about how we live in a multi-tenanted world,
how IP and cloud really take hold, what does that mean
for the health of our industry and how we work with
our suppliers? I get excited about that, and I get excited
about being able to bring the full spectrum of our internal
capability together. There is nothing more fun than
sitting in a room with your chief engineer and your digital
product director trying to reimagine the future.”
Greenaway is someone any young person entering
our industry, male or female, should look up to. She is
incredibly passionate about what she does, and very
inspiring. Has she been able to look up to a mentor
herself? “I’ve never had an official mentor,” she says.
“I think I’ve just had really great bosses and I think that
makes such a difference. I’ve just been really lucky to work
with incredible people and they’ve made me feel like I
can do anything. When that happens to you, that’s a gift.
That’s something we should all bear in mind in terms of
leadership of our own teams.”
The technology side of the broadcast business is often
perceived to be something of an ‘old boys club’. Would
Greenaway agree? “I’m really lucky. I work in a business
where we are 60/40 female split across the business and
at a leadership level we’re 50/50” she says. “So I guess I’m
lucky that my experience of being in this business is really
positive. Having said that, it’s not unusual for me to be in a
room full of men. Certainly in terms of trade shows, they
have improved dramatically over my career and yet they’ve
still got a long way to go.

“I don’t think there’s ever been any intent for it to be a
‘boys club’; I think it’s accidentally become a career choice
that has happened to become dominated by males,” she
continues. “I don’t think there’s a club that’s keeping
women out. I think they would embrace us if there were
more of us.
“Obviously, there are things like ‘manels’, as I like to call
them, which are male dominated panels. A couple of years
ago I was at an event where I was the only woman on the
panel or in the audience. I feel quite strongly that this is my
industry so I need to do something about it, so I took the
organiser aside and had a chat, gave them a list of ladies for
the next year, and it got better. I feel a lot of responsibility
to be seen to be speaking and encouraging other women in
to the industry, and not to just let it go by.”
So, here’s the million-dollar question: how do we
encourage more diversity in our industry? “The magic
question!” laughs Greenaway. “We all have a responsibility
in different ways. The benefits of having diversity have
been incredibly well documented. It’s very well reported
that when computer science becomes optional at school,
girls bail out. I think it’s only one in six leaving school that
are interested in an IT degree, let alone finishing it and
pursuing it as a career. Where we’re finding success at
UKTV is creatively moving people from other roles. My
own example of moving from operations into technology
is kind of where our thinking has been. I look at where
we’ve had success with this, and we’ve moved people from
operations to testing, our female operations director has
taken on increasing responsibility for technology.
“What we’re trying to say is that just because you
didn’t do a computer science degree, doesn’t mean you
haven’t got the capability. I think we need to be more
intelligent about recognising about what people can
grow into, it’s recognising transferrable skills, it’s about
recognising potential above proven capability. We still
need to encourage the schools and universities and make
sure there’s a pipeline there. There’s lots of chatter in
the industry about whether the new world of digital and
coding are more attractive to women than the old worlds
of engineering and boxes, and there’s probably some truth
in that.
“What I’m loving at the moment is that gender diversity
is on everyone’s agenda,” Greenaway continues. “The
fact they’re we’re talking about it will eventually self
fulfil. We have a good chance to shift the pipeline, we
need to stop accepting all-male panels, stop accepting
lists that aren’t diverse in terms of the recruitment agencies
that we work with, we need more of the female leaders
to be getting out there. It’s like that saying ‘if you can see
it, you can do it’.
“We have a responsibility and we should be seen to be
doing what we do, and we should be telling our stories.” n
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COURT ON CAMERA
Philip Stevens investigates the coverage of the highest appeal court in the land

N
PICTURED BELOW:
One of the courtrooms at
the Supreme Court. Four
cameras are used to capture
the proceedings

ovember 2004 saw cameras allowed into an
English courtroom for the first time. A sixweek experiment, funded jointly by the BBC,
ITN and Sky News, saw Bow Tie Television install four
robotic cameras in two rooms in Central London’s
Court of Appeal.
The footage recorded was never intended for the air,
but was instead used to show how the content could
be packaged in various ways to provide details of cases
heard by the judges.

That experiment subsequently led to cameras being
allowed into the Supreme Court, located opposite the
Houses of Parliament in Westminster.
Towards the end of 2017 Bow Tie, now part of NEP
Media Solutions, was awarded the five-year contract
for broadcast and audio-visual maintenance, plus
managed services for the Supreme Court.
“The nature of its operations and remit for
transparency makes the provision of audio visual
services a high profile and important feature of the
court,” explains Duncan Davidson-Smith, managing
director, NEP Bow Tie. “Its broadcast and audio-visual
systems are intended to enable the Supreme Court to
record and distribute high-quality footage from each
of the courtrooms in several ways.”
HIGH PROFILE CONTRACTS
The company is well placed to deliver the hours of
non-scripted output. As well as the Supreme Court,
NEP Bow Tie is the current holder of the managed
services contracts for the National Assembly for
Wales, the vision, sound and AV operation and
maintenance contract of UK Parliament, and the
broadcasting and AV managed services contractor
for the Greater London Authority in addition to
a number of prestigious corporate bodies and
government departments.
“We pride ourselves on delivering broadcast
quality coverage of proceedings by the best directors,
operators, technicians and engineers in the industry
and feel this is why the Supreme Court has chosen
to work with the team at NEP Bow Tie,” explains
Davidson-Smith. “Of course, we are all security cleared
and are well used to working in secure environments.”
He continues: “We are contracted to provide a whole
range of services. Alongside the coverage of the live
proceedings in all three courts, we handle content
capture, transcoding of files, post production for the
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web versions of the output and are responsible for
sending footage to the National Archive.”
The live coverage is made available to the major
broadcasters for their use as part of programming
requirements. In addition, there is a live stream
available through the Supreme Court’s own website.
Complementing that service is an on-demand archive
of past hearings that enables lawyers and anyone
interested in the workings of the highest court in
the land to review hearings of cases over the preceding
12 months.
Generally speaking, only two courts are in session at
any one time. Control of the live coverage is from one
long gallery equipped with three similar operational
areas. Two of the positions have Panasonic AV-HS400
AE vision mixers, while the third is equipped with a
Blackmagic Design ATEM Studio 4K switcher.
“The Blackmagic mixer was selected because of its
Skype for Business capability,” says Davidson-Smith.
“In the first few days of our contract, we used that
facility to allow an advocate based in the Caribbean
to be part of the proceedings in the Supreme Court.

“This was the first time that such a link up has
been created. “It is an exciting addition to the
operation and saves the expense of flying legal
professionals to London. The remote advocate can be
seen on a monitor in the courtroom and can be cut up
as a source to the output.”
INTELLIGENT SOUND
“Audio is handled by Yamaha LS9 consoles, but
behind them – and this is quite clever – is a Polycom
SoundStructure C16,” Davidson-Smith continues.
“What that does is provide auto-gating. The
microphone levels are set up using the faders on the
desk and left open, as it were, and then there is the
software managed by MX. The sound is automatically
switched according to audio levels. Obviously, if
someone coughs, the fader has to be operated.
So, the broadcast feed is auto-gated, with manual
intervention, if necessary.”
This set up means that sound for the public speakers
in the courtrooms can be handled at the same time as
the broadcast audio output.

PICTURED ABOVE:
Duncan Davidson-Smith,
managing director,
NEP Bow Tie
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PICTURED ABOVE:
Control of the live coverage
is from one long gallery
equipped with three similar
operational areas

ROBOTIC CAMERAS
Each of the three courtrooms is served by four Sony
BRC700 cameras, which are linked to the associated
Sony controllers. “Having similar equipment across the
production workflow means that switching from one
court to another presents no problems to our multiskilled operators,” states Davidson-Smith.
“As you would expect, there are rules of coverage
which determine just what can and can’t be shown,
and all our operational staff are well aware of
the procedures.”
Those same operators handle the post production
element of the contract. Using an Adobe Creative Suite
and an Adobe graphics system, content is packaged
ready for sending to the National Archive in Surrey.
Since starting the contract, NEP Bow Tie has
utilised its experience to upgrade the workflow of
the existing Cantemo MAM system with its ToolsOnAir
onCore system for ingest. “Associated with that is a
CyberStore archive which looks after file conversion
and transitions of content to the National Archive,”
says Davidson-Smith.

“The nature of its operations and remit for transparency
makes the provision of audio visual services a high profile
and important feature of the court”
DUNCAN DAVIDSON-SMITH

“And we have just passed the IS27001 – the specification
for information security management system (ISMS) –
that provides added confidence for our clients.”
“We anticipate the post production side of our work
may increase,” reveals Davidson-Smith. “Recently,
the first female president of the Supreme Court was
sworn in as the UK’s most senior judge. Baroness Hale
of Richmond is keen to promote the activities of the
Court through the televised coverage and has already
completed several pieces to camera that have been
uploaded to a YouTube channel. We can provide the
necessary PSC units to help Baroness Hale achieve
her objectives.”
Although the operators can carry out regular
maintenance tasks, NEP Bow Tie has a pool of London
engineers who are available as required. “Our focus
is very much on proper preventative maintenance
because, as with all our contracts, there is no room for
things to go wrong.”
“And that’s important to stress. We want to always
make sure we are providing the very best service. Since
we took over the contract, we have been auditing the
workflow procedures and adding to the support that
we can provide for the Supreme Court.
He concludes: “We’re very much looking forward
to working closely with the Supreme Court officials
and their teams, and our aim is to enhance and
support the valuable work that happens in that
prestigious environment.” n
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MIXING REALITIES
Jaunt VR recently launched its XR Platform. James Groves speaks to general manager
Dominic Collins about how the company is making its mark on the industry

B

ack in January, immersive content producer
and distributor Jaunt VR made the headlines
after it announced a partnership with Sky.
The broadcasting giant is utilising Jaunt’s newlylaunched XR Platform (XRP) to deliver various
immersive experiences via its Sky VR app.
“Historically, we’re probably best known for
cinematic VR,” explains Jaunt International general
manager Dominic Collins. “But we’re now the full
breadth of VR – cinematic, full interactive experiences,
gamification of VR. That’s where the XR name comes
from, covering the multitude of ‘R’s – VR, MR, AR,
and any other ‘R’ that people may come up with in
the future.”
Jaunt VR was founded back in 2013, at a time Collins
describes as “the beginning of the new dawn of VR”.
Five years on, Jaunt aims to be the global partner of
choice for the production and distribution for all
immersive content.
“If you go back about five years to the beginnings
of Jaunt, this was a time where Palmer Luckey had
just released the Oculus DK1,” Collins explains. “We
bought one unit and started playing with it, and while
everyone was talking about video games and how
it could be applied that area, we were intrigued by
whether or not you could film content in high quality stereoscopic, ambisonic VR – so we started playing with
different camera technology. The first was actually a
GoPro and some elastic bands, which we still have up
on the shelf in Silicon Valley!”
As Jaunt toyed with more and more technologies, it
began to invent and patent lots of unique creations,
designed to be able to both capture and render in
a much more automated way than the standards
set elsewhere.
“There’s no standardation across the various realities
and immersive content generally,” explains Collins.
“There are so many different platforms with lots of
different app stores with lots of different codecs and

kinds of ways of streaming media in lots of different
resolutions. So, if you’re a creator and you want to
be able to stream high-quality content across Vive,
Oculus, Gear VR, Daydream, Facebook, YouTube 360,
and the plethora of emerging platforms, it becomes
very difficult. You need to create a version of any
given film for every single platform, and that kind of
transcoding is tough.”
He continues: “An additional challenge is that
the files tend to be fairly large. To be able to stream
them robustly on a mobile platform (one of the most
common uses of VR) reliably with all the fluctuation of
bandwidth and so on, is extremely hard.”
All this has led to the launch of the XRP, which
officially debuted at CES this year. The product, Collins
explains, was originally intended as an in-house
production workflow. “We spent the last four to five
years developing this amazing, 28-language, full endto-end solution for Jaunt,” he says. “It was designed
both to manage the content and target it correctly, play
it beautifully and also deliver all the necessary insights
and analytics to see what users are doing, both from a
creative and commercial perspective.
“Around two years ago, we realised just how valuable
that is, and that we could turn it into another arm of
our business. Rather than using it purely for Jaunt,
we were able to productise it and make it available for
other organisations, whether that be telcos or large
media companies. We then spent the last couple of
years making it as robust and easy to use as possible.”
Aside from the basic analytics you’d expect – such as
number of plays, time spent, country – XRP analyses
where the user is looking in a 360 environment every
tenth of a second, allowing creators to increase pixel
density in the most common areas to enhance the
experience. “It’s really powerful information to be
able to bring onto a heat map,” says Collins.
This innovation not only aids creatives, but also
helps from a commercial perspective too.
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“Advertising digitally can be difficult because you don’t
know how many views you’re actually getting,” says
Collins. “From a VR and 360 perspective, you know if
it’s been seen by a real human, and also if they saw that
particular Budweiser bottle on the table, for example,
or even if they interacted with it.”
So, working across such a plethora of different
reality platforms, how does Jaunt’s work vary? “We
launched with Sky and the beginning of the year,
and we’re doing some work with them on a Star
Wars experience, where the user is inside an X-wing
starfighter fighting Imperial forces. That sort of thing
is always going to be the headline-grabber in the
media, but one of our other major launch partners
is something called Medical Realities, a large surgery
training application, and also a social VR platform,
vTime, which allows users to sit with their friends
inside VR and jointly engage in the experience.”
Historically, brand media owners have created
content that they could make live on a third-party
platform, and allowed the experts to manage the
rest. From a VR perspective, the tide is now changing.
“Companies are recognising they’re getting a lot of
value from it, and now they want to be able to start
controlling and having more of a direct relationship
with their audience around that content. That’s why
a platform like the XRP is great.

“You can use it as a White Label solution and then
brands can begin to create their own applications
around that.”
VR has been an exciting, emerging technology for
the past few years now, but due to various hurdles,
such as cost and maneuverability, it’s still yet to hit
the mainstream. What, realistically, can happen to
accelerate the rate of adoption?
“The headsets obviously need to get better as well as
cheaper, and there will be standalone headsets coming
out this year like the Oculus Go, for example, which
is meant to be around $200,” says Collins. “The price
will come down and the screen quality will improve.
They will become untethered. At the moment, the best
experiences are wired up to a powerful computer,
which isn’t really that sustainable.”
“My belief, definitely within five years, is that you’ll
have a lot of people wearing digital glasses which will
augment their world in ways we can’t even think about
yet, but certainly I think you’d look to the side and your
emails will come up on a virtual screen. And those
devices will be able to both augment the world, but also
take you into a more fully immersive VR experience.
Ultimately, though, it’s not just about the technology
being cheap enough and the quality of the screen
being good enough. The content needs to be there that
viewers want to experience.” n

PICTURED ABOVE:
Jaunt describes the XR
Platform as “the definitive
software solution” for the
cross-platform distribution of
immersive content
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MOVING MEDIA AT THE
WINTER GAMES
How Signiant’s solutions helped bring the Winter Olympics to more viewers than ever before

S
PICTURED ABOVE:
Greg Hoskin, managing
director, EMEA and APAC,
Signiant

ince its inception, the Winter Olympic Games have
endeavored to transcend linguistic and cultural
differences through the universal love of sport.
However, the Winter Games hasn’t always been the global
affair that it is today. The first modern games in 1896 only
included 14 nations.
Today, 206 countries have official organising committees
to support the Winter and Summer Games. And, while
not all nations have athletes at every games, all nations
have people who tune in. The opening ceremony in
PyeongChang on 9th February included a parade of 93
nations carrying their flags, and was viewed by millions
around the world. Before the closing ceremony on 25th
February, viewership built into the billions.
Since the London Games in 2012, consumption of
content for the Winter and Summer Games has surged
with the spread of digital devices. According to the
International Olympic Committee, the 2016 Games in
Rio were the most consumed Games ever, when “half the
world’s population watched the coverage”, and there were
“over seven billion video views of official content on social
media platforms”.
The Winter and Summer Games are not alone in that
trend. From the FIFA World Cup, Super Bowl and Ryder
Cup, to World Rugby Limited, Daytona 500 and the French
Open, media coverage and engagement continues to rise.
For all those sports events and others – by international
committees, host broadcasters and local networks –
Signiant technology works behind the scenes to bring
video content to the billions.
Media coverage for a major sports event, from the live
action to archives, requires layers of technology and talent
at every stage. Signiant’s secure, accelerated file-transfer
solutions come into play as soon as recording begins and
are used throughout the life of media files.
Greg Hoskin, Signiant’s MD of the European and
Asia-Pacific regions, understands the company’s place
in the process better than anyone. With nearly 30 years
in the industry, he’s witnessed the transition from tape
to file-based workflows and has aided broadcasters to
meet the increasing operational challenges of today’s

media landscape. “The demand placed on broadcasters’
technology infrastructures during a global sports event like
the Winter Games is extreme,” says Hoskin. “Terabytes of
video content need to be transferred all around the world.
At no other time is security, speed, user experience and
reliability more important.”
Hoskin works closely with several of the biggest
broadcasters in Europe who use one or all three of
Signiant’s solutions. The three products in Signiant’s
product portfolio specialise in a few key areas: Systemto-system file movement with Manager+Agents; personinitiated file movement with Media Shuttle; and file
movement into and out of cloud storage with Flight.
Many broadcasters use all three in different ways
depending on their need. Most major sports events
typically have one or more host broadcasters appointed
by the event’s main organising committee. Covering a
range of responsibilities, host broadcasters project manage
the entire event, ensure quality control for facilities at all
venues, and deliver unbiased footage to billions of viewers
around the world. They produce live coverage of every
sport and every race or performance, and transmit feeds
as a service to rights-holding broadcasters.
“Host broadcasters have an enormous responsibility to
everyone involved in a major sports event.” says Hoskin.
“Knowing that they trust our solutions for their global
workflows during events like the Winter Games is a
point of pride for all of us at Signiant.”
Broadcasters spend years planning for an event the size
of the Games, and two of Signiant’s accelerated file transfer
solutions are used to prepare for both the global workflows
that are known upfront, and the unknowable number of
requests for short and long-form content files.
Throughout the Winter Games, every event is recorded
locally in the International Broadcast Center (IBC), which
is located onsite at the Games. At the same time, everything
is synced back to a central repository (halfway around
the world) and to the host broadcaster’s headquarters.
Manager+Agents automatically syncs files between all three
locations, providing lights out, rules-based or automated
global content distribution from a centralised control.
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Media Shuttle, in this case, is used for ad hoc requests
for content, when human intervention is required. For
example, if a rights-holding broadcaster puts in a request
for a specific event, such as “please send me alpine skiing,
heat number 53,” or a specific moment, like “please send
me that clip of Mikaela Shiffrin just realising she’s won the
gold.” A media manager would use a Media Shuttle send
portal to send the file directly to that person, wherever
they are in the world.
Media Shuttle is also useful when additional staff and
freelancers are brought on. With browser-based portals
that require no training to use, a SaaS pricing model, and a
cloud architecture that automatically scales to production
demand, Media Shuttle fits the needs of high volume, high
demand broadcast events that only come around a few
times a year, or less.
Depending on the country or region, there may be one
or several broadcasters that own rights to televise and
capture footage at an international sports event like the
Winter Games or World Cup. Rights-holding broadcasters
not only receive the general feed from host broadcasters,
they also run unilateral production coverage. And, in some
ways, their media production workflow can be even more
complicated than the host broadcasters.
Host broadcasters often have teams geographically
separated but working on the same production. They
not only need to capture all the footage and get it back to
a central hub in their home territory, they then need to
distribute it to regional broadcasters (for example, across
all the countries in Europe) based on negotiations they’ve
made for distribution rights. For this purpose, a complex,
rules-based Manager+Agents deployment is used, bringing
content back from the event location and then out to
multiple locations across the region.
The hours of live footage from a major sports event can
reach well into the thousands. Footage from exciting races
or performances draw huge demand, both during evening
highlights and on social media. Regional and national
broadcasters commonly use Manager+Agents growing file
support in order to start transferring files while they are
still being written to storage, and get footage back from the
games and turned around as quickly as possible.
Media Shuttle can come into play in a slightly different
way when multiple remote crews and freelancers need
to collaborate. Media Shuttle is very easy to set up as a
collaborative repository. Remote crews and freelancers
can access a share portal from any location and use
auto delivery to quickly and securely get content back
to headquarters for archiving. Media Shuttle scales
to any file size without the need for compression or
quality compromise.

Major global sports events like the Winter Games and FIFA
World Cup have international organising committees.
These nonprofits are made up of volunteers committed
to the integrity of the event and the spread of professional
sports around the world. They are generally involved in
selecting the host city for the event and housing a historical
archive of media coverage gathered by officially sanctioned
acquisition crews.
Official camera operators at an event the like Winter
Games shoot content across the entire host city. Where
archiving is the concern, both remote acquisition crews
and managers at headquarters want the easiest, fastest
and most reliable means to get finished content organised
and securely into archives. In this case, all three Signiant
solutions are used.
Official photographers at the Games all have a Media
Shuttle auto delivery folder on their laptops. Once they’ve
gone through what they’ve shot and decided what they
want to publish, they add all the files to the folder. Then,
the next time they are on wifi, it automatically syncs to
a master folder in a Media Shuttle share portal, which is
connected to AWS cloud storage via Signiant Flight (IT
handles the easy setup of storage for portals, either cloud
or on-premises, so photographers never have to think
about storage).
“Production teams love the intuitive design of Media
Shuttle because they don’t have to train anyone to use it.”
says Hoskin. “It has been a singularly phenomenal success
for events like the Winter Games.”
From there, Manager+Agents automatically picks
up any new content in the master folder and dumps it
into headquarters in Switzerland. Utilising Signiant and
the cloud for distributed ingest improves file transfer
efficiency, and avoids gridlock and connectivity costs
at headquarters.
Official historical archives for events like the Winter
Games are huge and valuable. Organising committees
have MAM systems where broadcasters can view and select
content online, and order the content clips they require.
A reverse of the process used to archive content is used to
send these requested clips from official archives.
Essentially, once the order has been placed,
Manager+Agents receives an instruction to package up
content (file format, transcoding, rewrapping, topping and
tailing of the file) and triggers a Flight upload to AWS cloud
storage. Then Manager+Agents instructs Media Shuttle to
deliver it to the broadcaster.
From host broadcasters to historical archivists, those that
are responsible for bringing the athletes, performances,
races and ceremonies from major events like the Winter
Games need the best technology available. n
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DON’T LET ANYTHING STOP YOU
Jenny Priestley speaks to Chandni Patel, director of engineering, Emotion Systems, about
finding her way in a man’s world

C
PICTURED ABOVE:
Chandni Patel, director of
engineering, Emotion Systems

handni Patel was never supposed to work
in the technology industry. In fact, she
says her path to director of engineering
at digital workflow company Emotion Systems was
“a bit of an accident”.
“I did a maths degree and planned to kind of work
in finance because everyone who does maths either
works in finance or becomes a teacher,” laughs the
28-year-old.
“I graduated without a job and I was given an
opportunity to work with a start-up which needed
someone to sit in a garage alone and do some work. I
always thought of it as a temporary thing, it was going
to be just for a year while I sorted myself out,” she
continues. “I was terrible with computers and didn’t
know how to code. They gave me a computer and a
book and said ‘we want to write a product, so start
learning’ and I just kind of started that way and I
never left! I learnt on the job.”
Patel admits she’s not always been a big fan of
computers: “I kind of hated computers because for
my studies I did so much with pencil and paper and I
didn’t like to do anything on a computer,” she smiles. “I
kind of wish that I had been interested sooner, because
it would have made all my coursework a lot easier if I
had known you could have a computer program that
would help you solve all your equations.”

“If you work hard enough, you can prove
that you’re just as good if not better
than anyone. I was brought up to not
really see the gender stereotype”
CHANDNI PATEL

Despite not initially intending to work within
technology, it’s an area that Patel has history with.
“I guess I was surrounded by technology because
my dad worked in the industry,” she explains. “I had
spent a summer working for a hardware company
writing bits of software, so I’d come across it. It just
wasn’t something I thought I would pursue until I
was doing it.
Coding is definitely something Patel has grown to
love, which is probably a good thing as it’s what she
spends the majority of her working day on. “I run our
R&D department; help with the design of a product
and still do the majority of the coding as well. We’ll
start each day with a meeting looking at overall design,
what customers are interested in, what their feedback
is. Then the majority of my day is spent coding it.”
So far, Emotion Systems has brought two products
to market. EFF, its first, deals with audio loudness. It
is a desktop tool focused on interactivity, allowing the
user to see feedback and graphs, etcetera. Then about
four years ago, it launched its second product, Engine.
“We took the knowledge that we had from EFF – so
files and loudness – and we made that in to a larger
scalable system which has multiple audio processing
nodules,” explains Patel. “We do things like the Dolby E
encoder and decoder, upmix, downmix, a lot of audio
processing, and we’ve created a project that will allow
you to string together all of those modules and then
scale it so that it can run up to eight files at a time. It
has a service attached to it, so it’s got resiliency.”
In fact, Patel engineered the entire audio loudness
correction product range for Emotion Systems.
Not bad for someone who wasn’t much of a fan of
computers! She says: “We started with a blank sheet
of paper – we didn’t have any existing code. For a long
time there was just me and a consultant who worked
an hour a week with me. There was a lot of me just
writing code and helping to develop it.”
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Customers now include a variety of broadcasters
both in the UK and around the world including
the likes of Sky, Viacom, NHK, and the BBC. The
company’s biggest customer is based in Amsterdam,
but Patel has spent time travelling to Japan, Kuala
Lumpa and Australia.
“We always work very closely with our customers
during product development so we’re constantly
designing and refining our products,” she says.
“The product is shaped by the people who use it as
opposed to us sitting in a room and deciding how
it’s going to work. We talk to the customer and they
say ‘this is what the problems are, and this is how we
would like to fix them.’ We want to make a product
that people can use.”
The lack of women working within the broadcast
technology sector is well documented. Has Patel,
particularly as a young woman, faced any issues?
“I’m very lucky that the people I work directly with
at Emotion Systems, I’ve never had any issues with
them,” she says. “I guess they maybe shield me. I think
everyone’s had experiences that highlight that there
is an issue.”
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“Being very young as well, when I go into a technical
meeting, I’ve been asked if I’m there to take notes.
I try and laugh it off most of the time. I’ve had people
say ‘oh, I’ll wait for someone technical’. I think you
have to earn the respect, unfortunately it’s not given
to you automatically. I do feel like if I was a middleaged man it would be given to me automatically just
from my title.
“But when I start to work with people, and they get
to know what I do, I always let my work speak for me.
I don’t engage with it very much because it’s just not
worth the effort.”
So having said the above, what advice would Patel
give to any young women currently at university
who wants to enter this industry? “Nothing should
stop you!” she insists. “If you work hard enough,
you can prove that you’re just as good if not better
than anyone. I was brought up to not really see the
gender stereotype. I don’t see it as of much of an
issue as it probably is. Which means I find it a lot
easier to just laugh it off when it does happen. I
don’t think should ever let someone stop you
from doing what you want.” n
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INSPIRING THE NEXT
GENERATION
Jenny Priestley talks to Maggie Philbin, CEO and co-founder, TeenTech

T

o readers of a certain age, Maggie Philbin is best
remembered for her work with Posh Paws and the MultiColoured Swap Shop team. After graduating from Saturday
morning TV, Philbin moved on to the BBC’s long-running science
and technology series, Tomorrow’s World, where she stayed until
1994 and which inspired a lifelong love of technology.
In 2008, Philbin co-founded TeenTech, an organisation that
aims to help young people, their parents, and teachers understand
the opportunities and skills needed by contemporary industry.
Now celebrating its tenth year, the organisation works with around
7,000 kids a year.
Philbin says when TeenTech started out, she never imagined it
would still be going ten years later. “I thought we were running a
one-off event,” she laughs. “The impetus behind it was that I was
just so aware that you had kids who actually loved technology but
had no idea about the kind of careers that were available or the
skills that were needed.”
She continues: “I did some research in schools with kids and
teachers to try and work out a little bit more about their thinking
and also something that would work for them and have an impact.
We very much developed TeenTech from the perspective of young
people and teachers as opposed to the perspective of the industry.”
TeenTech launched its first event in the Thames Valley and has
now gone on to run both large and small-scale events and year
round initiatives. Philbin says the larger events are mostly held in
areas of social deprivation.
“An event day brings together kids from 30 to 50 different
schools for activities across science, technology, and engineering,
particularly the applied sciences and applied technology,” she says.
“It’s hands-on and it’s engaging.”

One of TeenTech’s major successes has been its TeenTech Award
programme, which is often run with entire year groups. Students
are encouraged to develop their own ideas to make life better,
easier and more fun using tech, engineering and science. “The
focus isn’t so much on those who already know they want to be
engineers or work in tech, but the ones who have absolutely no
idea that they’d be brilliant at it,” says Philbin. “There’s also our
initiative TeenTech City of Tomorrow for younger students in
primary and early years of secondary. The idea is to provide a
coherent pathway for them.”
“We directly encourage students (and their teachers and
parents) to look at the many opportunities across broadcast
beyond being in front of the cameras and mics,” she explains.
“We often find that schools and the teachers have little knowledge
of these opportunities and the career pathways that lead into
them, so the kids aren’t aware... In fact, we’ve done a couple of
sessions at the BBC specifically for teachers. It’s very interesting
that when the teachers come into a session and meet apprentices
working in broadcast their reaction changes and they become
really enthusiastic.”
TeenTech have been able to see the quantifiable impact their
events have had on students and teachers who have attended.
“In some instances, schools have changed their curriculum
because of working with TeenTech,” says Philbin. “I’m not saying
every school has, but there are schools that are now offering
engineering and design and technology. I got very cross,
because I felt the government had made design and technology
a Cinderella subject. It was still seen as woodwork, but actually
being able to build things with tech, it’s a very creative and very
important subject.”

“We often find that schools and the teachers have little knowledge of
these opportunities and the career pathways that lead into them, so the
kids aren’t aware”
MAGGIE PHILBIN
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“We do a lot of in school work as well, because if you want
to change someone’s mindset you really can’t do it with
one interaction,” continues Philbin. “It helps the school
if we run a day there, but it’s really important to provide
clear, ongoing opportunities for them to follow through.
We don’t promise miracles in a day; we do promise change
over time.”
Philbin cites a school in Greenock, Scotland, as one of
TeenTech’s major successes: “We’re now in the sixth year of
the TeenTech Awards with them, and they do it with the whole
year group. They’ve seen the uptake of design and technology
increase by 300 per cent over that period of time. Now they’re
offering engineering because there’s such a huge demand for
it – their students are able to see design and technology as an
engineering subject.”
“There’s also a girls’ school that has worked with us strategically
for three years – they really sat down and worked out what they
wanted to achieve against our programme – and they’ve seen a
shift from 43 per cent of the girls taking physics GCSE to 87.5
per cent.”

TeenTech works with young people aged between eight and 18.
Have they found an optimum age to get kids interested in tech?
“When we began our target age group was Year Eight/Year
Nnine. That was because I felt that was the last opportunity to help
kids see why certain subjects might be more useful to them than
others,” explains Philbin. “My daughter, who works in technology,
says nothing she experienced at school helped her understand
that she would be really good at it and she would really enjoy it.
Helping students who may also have self-eliminated through a
lack of understanding to really appreciate these two things is
really important.”
“I’m a great believer in student-led, project-based learning,
because I think it’s what actually changes things. In terms of an
optimum age, I think it’s an ongoing process. We’ve always worked
with secondary schools and then we were asked to work with
primary and we didn’t want to repeat what we were doing. We had
to do something that was both age appropriate and also take into
account that teachers in primary for the most part aren’t subject
specialists. There are probably fewer people in primary who have
either a computing or physics or science background.

“The schools love our TeenTech City of Tomorrow initiative because it’s a way of
helping the kids understand the way that science, technology and engineering
will change the shape of cities and their own lives”
MAGGIE PHILBIN
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a lot of time trying to get people to understand is you don’t have to
do an event with 5,000 kids to reach 5,000 kids. You have to be a
bit cleverer than that.”
“Once we start working with companies they are very loyal to
TeenTech. I think 99 per cent of the companies who worked with
us last year want to work with us this year because the experience
is good and they understand the thinking.”
“It’s not just that the kids haven’t got the right subjects to look
at technology for a career,” says Philbin. “Sometimes they don’t
have the right connections and all of these things can contribute
to them not being in an amazing job. The most important thing for
the whole programme is the contacts that are being made for the
schools and the students. Particularly in the older categories, it is a
talent-spotting exercise, and students can be offered scholarships
as a result of participating in the award programme.”
“It’s about reaching those kids who for whatever reason don’t
believe in themselves,” concludes Philbin. “I’m on my soapbox
now, but the structure of education is very much out-of-step
with what’s needed. I’m not pretending that we can change
this overnight, because obviously it’s a huge thing to do. But I
am concerned by the focus on measuring and constant formal
examinations, which is great if you’re good at that, but not
everyone is. I think big changes are needed.” n
PICTURED BELOW:
Maggie Philbin

“The schools love our TeenTech City of Tomorrow initiative
because it’s a way of helping the kids understand the way that
science, technology and engineering will change the shape of cities
and their own lives. From a teacher’s point of view, they don’t have
to think ‘Oh my God I don’t know anything about the Internet of
Things. I can’t do this.’ It’s a really easy entry point and they can
develop the project to be as ambitious as they want.”
“We were working with a school in the North West and there was
one student who was quite disaffected all day, didn’t really want to
be part of it, not interested, gave lots of silly of responses,” Philbin
continues. “So we set the students a challenge. Part of it involved
design work, and much to the girl’s astonishment she was given
a special award for the quality of her design work. That took her
aback because she was not expecting it. So she ended up coming
up and saying ‘Am I any good at this then?’ and we showed her
some video games, and her work alongside it on a laptop, and said
‘Well, what do you think?’ The student looked at them both and
said ‘Do you think my work is better?’ and we said ‘Yes!’ So then
she said, ‘how do I get into this?’”
Key to any initiative of this kind is support from those already
working within the industry. TeenTech currently has around 2,000
mentors working with them throughout the UK. But Philbin says
she always stresses to anyone who wants to become involved that
it has to be sustainable with their full-time jobs. “Don’t commit to
something which is going to be difficult because if you do it will
become a nightmare,” she insists. “One of the things that we spend
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DATA CENTRE

DIVERSITY IN TV
Ofcom recently released its Diversity and equal opportunities in television report.
TVBEurope picks out some of the highlights

“TV has the power to shape and represent our identities and values.
To achieve that, broadcasters must reflect the society we live in today.
But Ofcom’s audience research suggests they are falling short”
SHARON WHITE, CHIEF EXECUTIVE, OFCOM
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SAVE THE DATES
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